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Abstract
This paper presents a webservice archi-
tecture for Statistical Machine Translation
aimed at non-technical users. A workflow
editor allows a user to combine different
webservices using a graphical user inter-
face. In the current state of this project,
the webservices have been implemented
for a range of sentential and sub-sentential
aligners. The advantage of a common in-
terface and a common data format allows
the user to build workflows exchanging
different aligners.
1 Introduction
A human translator willing to use a state-of-the-
-art Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system
has two main options nowadays: to use an on-line
translation system (e.g. Google Translate1) or to
train his or her own MT system from scratch (e.g.
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007)) using any available
parallel corpus (e.g. Europarl2). Both options,
however, present some important drawbacks. On
one hand, the on-line systems are not customisable
and might be inadequate if the user wants to trans-
late sensitive data. On the other hand, installing
an MT system with all its dependencies and train-
ing it requires technical expertise which is usually
beyond the competences of an average translator.
This paper presents an architecture for building
SMT systems where each component is deployed
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1http://translate.google.com/
2http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
as a webservice. This way the user does not have to
deal with technical issues regarding the tools, such
as their installation, configuration or maintenance.
A workflow editor allows the user to combine the
different webservices using a graphical user inter-
face. In the current state of this project, webser-
vices have been created for a range of sentential
and sub-sentential aligners.
This work is part of the FP7 PANACEA
project,3 which addresses the most critical aspect
of MT: the language-resource bottleneck. Its ob-
jective is to build a factory of language resources
that automates the stages involved in the acquisi-
tion, production, updating and maintenance of lan-
guage resources required by MT systems. This is
done by creating a platform, designed as a dedi-
cated workflow manager, for the composition of a
number of processes for LR production, based on
combinations of different web services. The tech-
niques developed are language independent, while
the use case language-pairs are English–French,
English–German and English–Greek.
The rest of the document is structured as fol-
lows. The following section details the implemen-
tation of webservices for each of the aligners con-
sidered. In addition, we discuss the procedures de-
veloped to convert the format of these aligners to
a common format and present a set of workflows
that demonstrate the usage of the aligners in pro-
cessing pipelines. This is followed by a report on
the software that has been developed. Finally, we
draw conclusions from this experience and outline
avenues of future work.
3http://panacea-lr.eu
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2 Aligners as Webservices
This section reports on the development of web-
services for a range of widely-used state-of-the-
-art aligners which can be easily exchanged in user
workflows due to the common interface designed
within the project. Table 1 describes the manda-
tory parameters of the interface shared across all
the webservices. In addition, a webservice might
accept optional parameters that allow to exploit
specific functionality of the aligner wrapped by
that webservice.
Name Type
source language 2 character ISO code
source corpus text
source language 2 character ISO code
target corpus text
Table 1: Shared mandatory parameters.
Webservices created for sentential aligners (Hu-
nalign, GMA and BSA) are covered in section 2.1,
while section 2.2 deals with sub-sentential align-
ers (GIZA++, BerkeleyAligner and OpenMaTrEx
chunk aligner).
2.1 Sentential alignment
2.1.1 Hunalign
Hunalign (Varga et al., 2005)4 can work in two
modes. If a bilingual dictionary is available, this
information is combined with sentence-length in-
formation (Gale and Church, 1991) and used to
identify sentence alignment. In the absence of
a bilingual dictionary, it first identifies the align-
ment using sentence-length information only, then
builds an automatic dictionary based on this align-
ment and finally realigns the text using this dictio-
nary.
This tool requires three parameters (filenames
for the source corpus, target corpus and bilin-
gual dictionary, although the dictionary file can be
empty). As a webservice, the first two parameters
are mandatory, together with the source and target
languages. The bilingual dictionary file is optional,
if none is provided the webservice will create and
use an empty file. Hunalign also provides a set of
optional parameters. Some of them are offered by
the webservice (bisent, cautious and text), while
two of them are activated internally (realign and
4http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign
utf). The remaining ones regard evaluation pur-
poses or post-filtering and have been hidden from
users of the webservice.
2.1.2 GMA
GMA – Geometric Mapping and Alignment
(Argyle et al., 2004)5 – is an implemen-
tation of the Smooth Injective Map Recog-
nizer (Melamed, 1997) algorithm for mapping bi-
text correspondence and the Geometric Segment
Alignment (Melamed, 1996) post-processor for
converting general bitext maps to monotonic seg-
ment alignments. The tool employs word corre-
spondences, cognates, as well as information from
bilingual dictionaries.
This tool accepts a pair of parameters for the
source and target corpus. Apart from that, it needs
a parameter pointing to a configuration file, which
contains several parameters, including language-
-dependent lists of stop words. The webservice
offers two parameters for the source and target
languages; these denote a language pair, which
is internally assigned a configuration file. GMA
provides configuration files and stop words for
English–French. Additional configuration files
have been created for the following language pairs:
English–German, English–Spanish and English–
Italian (all the parameters have the same values
across language pairs except for those that are
language-dependent). The stop word lists used for
English, French, German, Spanish and Italian have
been obtained from Universite´ de Neuchaˆtel.6
2.1.3 BSA
BSA – Bilingual Sentence Aligner7 (Moore,
2002) – is a three-step hybrid approach. First,
sentence-length based alignment is performed;
second, statistical word alignment model is trained
on the high probability aligned sentences and third,
all sentences are realigned based on the word
alignments. It generates only 1:1 alignments.
This tool takes three parameters (filenames for
the source corpus, target corpus and an alignment
probability threshold). All of them are offered by
the webservice developed. The threshold is set to
0.5 by default. The output of this tool was altered
by modifying the script filter-final-aligned-sents.pl
5http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/GMA/
6http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/
clef/index.html
7http://research.microsoft.
com/en-us/downloads/
aafd5dcf-4dcc-49b2-8a22-f7055113e656/
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which carries out the last phase of the alignment; it
receives the set of word alignments found and out-
puts only those with alignment probability above
the threshold. BSA originally outputs a couple
of files with the aligned text (one sentence per
line). Conversely, we are interested in a unique
file where each line contains an alignment by giv-
ing the sentence numbers of the source and target
languages (see section 3). The output format has
been modified to that of Hunalign.
2.2 Sub-sentential alignment
2.2.1 GIZA++
GIZA++8 (Och and Ney, 2003) is a statisti-
cal toolkit that is used to train IBM Models 1-5
and an HMM word alignment model. It performs
word alignment in several steps that involve dif-
ferent tools (plain2snt, mkcls, snt2cooc, GIZA++,
giza2bal and symal). The webservice developed
encapsulates all of them through one call.
This word aligner toolkit offers many fine-
grained input options, which are mainly nu-
meric parameters that modify the behaviour of the
aligner. Being the emphasis of the platform to pro-
vide easy-to-use versions of the tools, most of the
parameters have been kept fixed (i.e. they can-
not be changed through the webservice interface).
These values (taken from Moses) are:
For GIZA++:
- model1iterations 5
- model2iterations 0
- model3iterations 3
- model4iterations 3
- model1dumpfrequency 1
- model4smoothfactor 0.4
- nodumps 1
- nsmooth 4
- onlyaldumps 1
- p0 (parameter p 0 in IBM-3/4) 0.999
For symal:
- alignment grow
- diagonal yes
- final yes
- both yes
Apart from the mandatory parameters that fol-
low the common interface, the webservice in-
terface offers two specific parameters for mkcls:
number of iterations (default value 2) and number
of classes (default value 50).
8http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp/
2.2.2 BerkeleyAligner
BerkeleyAligner9 (Liang et al., 2006; DeNero
and Klein, 2007; Haghighi et al., 2009) is a word
alignment toolkit combining unsupervised as well
as supervised approaches to word alignment. It
features joint training of conditional alignment
models (cross-EM), syntactic distortion model, as
well as posterior decoding heuristics.
Similarly to GIZA++, this tool provides a
plethora of options (see documentation/manual.txt
in its distribution for details). Most of them are not
considered in the webservice interface. The only
parameters that are offered by the webservice are
the mandatory ones following the common inter-
face and the number of iterations to run the model
(default value 2).
2.2.3 OpenMaTrEx chunk aligner
OpenMaTrEx10 is a marker-driven example-
-based machine translation system (Dandapat et
al., 2010) that provides, among other capabilities,
chunk alignment. The webservice developed per-
forms chunk alignment by using several tools in-
cluded in OpenMaTrEx, sequentially:
• Marker-based chunking (Veale and Way,
1997) (markers available for all the languages
of the project but Greek are available).
• Word alignment, relying on GIZA++.
• Chunk alignment, using an algorithm based
on Levenshtein edit distance (Levenshtein,
1966) and employing cognates and word
probabilities as distance knowledge.
The parameters offered by the webservice are
the mandatory ones according to the common in-
terface. The output is produced by running the tool
in the ebmt alignments on disk with id mode; this
mode carries out chunk alignment adding sentence
identifiers to the output and has been modified to
provide not only the identifier of the sentence but
also the identifiers of the tokens that delimit each
chunk in each language (OpenMaTrEx outputs the
textual chunks instead of their numeric identifiers).
3 Travelling Object
This section deals with the conversion of the differ-
ent input/output formats of the aligners from and
9http://code.google.com/p/
berkeleyaligner/
10http://openmatrex.org/
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to a common format, the Travelling Object (TO)
(Poch et al., 2010), which is based on the schema
for alignment in XCES.11
A sample output for word alignment is shown
in Figure 1. It aligns two documents (doc en.xml
and doc es.xml). There are two groups of links for
the first sentence of each file. The first token in the
source document is aligned to the first in the tar-
get. The range of tokens two to three in the source
are aligned to the second token in the target. The
same format can be used for sentential alignment
changing the values of the domains from sentences
to paragraphs and the targets from tokens to sen-
tences.
Several webservices have been developed to
deal with the conversion between the formats of
the aligners and the TO. aligner2to is a web-
service that converts the output of any of the
aligners to the TO. Another webservice, sen-
talg tok to2word alg, takes three inputs in TO
format (source and target corpus, both sentence-
-split and tokenised, and sentence alignment)
and outputs two files (the subset of sentences
in the source and target corpus that have 1-to-
-1 sentence alignments) in the plain sentence-
-split and tokenised format that the sub-sentential
alignment webservices take as input. Finally,
sentsplit tok2to is a webservice that was required
by sentalg tok to2word alg; it converts sentence-
-split and tokenised files to the TO format.
4 Workflows
This section presents several workflows of web-
services showing possible usages of aligners in
the platform, the interactions that arise, etc.
These workflows have been created using Tav-
erna12 (Hull et al., 2006), a Workflow Manage-
ment System that allows the user to create work-
flows by combining webservices using a graphical
interface.
The first workflow, depicted in Figure 2,
presents a pipeline that performs sentence align-
ment on an English–Spanish parallel corpus (in-
puts url sl and url tl). Each side of the cor-
pus is preprocessed with a sentence splitter
(europarl sentence splitter) and a tokeniser (eu-
roparl tokeniser). Then the corpus is sentence-
aligned using Hunalign. Finally, the outputs of the
alignment and the tokenisers are converted to the
11http://www.xces.org/schema/#align
12http://www.taverna.org.uk/
TO using aligner2to and sentsplit tok2to respec-
tively.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show modified versions
of the workflow presented in Figure 2 to perform
sentence alignment with the other sentence align-
ers, BSA and GMA, respectively. Figure 5 shows
a workflow that performs word alignment using
GIZA++. The workflow in Figure 6 carries out
word alignment using BerkeleyAligner. Figure 7
performs chunk alignment using OpenMaTrEx.
Figure 2: Sentence alignment using Hunalign.
Figure 3: Sentence alignment using BSA.
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<cesAlign version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.xces.org/schema/2003">
<cesHeader version="1.0">
<profileDesc>
<translations>
<translation trans.loc="doc_en.xml" wsd="UTF-8" n="1"/>
<translation trans.loc="doc_es.xml" wsd="UTF-8" n="2"/>
</translations>
</profileDesc>
</cesHeader>
<linkList>
<linkGrp domains="s1 s1" targType="t">
<link>
<align xlink:href="#s1_t1"/>
<align xlink:href="#s1_t1"/>
</link>
<link>
<align xlink:href="#xpointer(id(’s1_t2’)/range-to(id(’s1_t3’)))"/>
<align xlink:href="#s1_t2"/>
</link>
[...]
</linkGrp>
<linkList>
</cesAlign>
Figure 1: Travelling Object sample for word alignment.
Figure 4: Sentence alignment using GMA.
Figure 5: Word alignment using GIZA++.
Figure 6: Word alignment using BerkeleyAligner.
Figure 7: Chunk alignment using OpenMaTrEx.
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Finally, Figure 8 presents a combined pipeline
that performs both sentence and word alignment.
It consists of a pipeline made up of three nested
workflows that execute sequentially: sentential
alignment, conversion from sentence alignment
TO-compliant output to plain-text word alignment
input, and word alignment. The webservices used
for alignment are Hunalign for sentential align-
ment and GIZA++ for word alignment. However,
thanks to the use of the common interface and the
TO format, any of the aligners could be easily used
to replace these.
5 Software
The software and data developed can be classified
in two categories: webservices and workflows.
The webservices are developed using
Soaplab2.13 This tool allows to deploy web-
services on top of command-line applications by
writing files that describe the parameters of these
services in ACD format.14 Soaplab2 then converts
the ACD files to XML metadata files which
contain all the necessary information to provide
the services (script to be run, parameters, options,
help messages, etc.). The Soaplab server is a web
application run by a server container (Apache
Tomcat15 in our setup) which is in charge of pro-
viding the services using the generated metadata.
The software pipeline for each webservice reflects
this schema:
ACD file→ script→ tool binary
That is, an ACD file is created to define the in-
put/output ports of the soaplab2 webservice. This
file links to an intermediate script, which, regard-
less of the webservice, is in charge of three main
tasks:
• Parameter handling. The parameters of-
fered by the corresponding webservice are
checked; if any of them are missing or if any
different parameter is used, the execution is
aborted.
• Security. Execution is automatically aborted
if any command fails or if any variable is not
set.
13http://soaplab.sourceforge.net/
soaplab2/
14http://soaplab.sourceforge.net/
soaplab2/MetadataGuide.html
15http://tomcat.apache.org/
• Logging. A folder is created for each run and
holds the input and output files and any log
produced by the tool itself.
Finally the tool that the webservice wraps is
called from the script. Soaplab is used in many
fields like bioinformatics because of its ease of use,
low cost maintenance and features. With Soaplab,
web service providers do not need to be expert pro-
grammers, as they only need to describe their tools
with metadata.
All the software developed is released un-
der the GPL version 316 and can be accessed
at http://www.computing.dcu.ie/
˜atoral/#Resources. The source files of the
workflows detailed in section 4 are also included.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented a webservice architec-
ture for Statistical Machine Translation aimed at
non-technical users. Compared to the existing on-
-line systems, the proposal allows users to cus-
tomise systems to their own personal needs. Com-
pared to the available decoders, it has the advan-
tage of lowering the level of expertise required to
build an MT system, thus allowing less computer-
-literate users to benefit from access to the state-
-the-art SMT systems used by researchers and sys-
tem builders today. Moreover, the hardware and
software maintenance cost for the user is dramat-
ically lowered since most of the software is exe-
cuted on remote machines where resources (cpu,
memory, etc.), temporary files and software up-
dates are being managed.
In its current status, the architecture sup-
ports alignment, both sentential and sub-sentential.
Webservices have been developed for a range of
state-of-the-art aligners. Each webservice acts as
a wrapper over an aligner, and offers a subset of
its original functionality (the aim being to provide
easy-to-use tools for final users).
Sample workflows for each of the aligners have
been presented. These give a glimpse of the po-
tential of the architecture for the final user. They
also show how the aligners interact with the other
webservices.
An important role is devoted to interoperability.
The usage of a common interface for all the align-
ers and of a common input/output format allows
the user to use any of the provided aligners.
16http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.
html
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Figure 8: Pipeline that performs sentence and word alignment.
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Regarding future work, we consider three main
lines: First, a user validation to measure to what
extent the architecture meets the expectations of
users is currently under way. Second, we plan
to incorporate components for the remaining steps
of a SMT pipeline, mainly training and decod-
ing. Finally, a real-world usage of this architec-
ture will require the establishment of limitations
on the server side, which might be system-wide
(e.g. taking into consideration load, memory, pro-
cessing time or number of concurrent users) or per
webservice (e.g. taking into account the size of the
input). This kind of architectures open the door to
new exploitation models for tool developers or ser-
vice providers who could be responsible for main-
taining those tools while helping the research com-
munity.
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